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Abstract: Yb:CaGdAlO4, or Yb:CALGO, a new laser crystal, has been attracting increasing attention
recently in a myriad of laser technologies. This crystal features salient thermal, spectroscopic
and mechanical properties, which enable highly efficient and safe generation of continuous-wave
radiations and ultrafast pulses with ever short durations. More specifically, its remarkable thermal-
optic property and its high conversion efficiency allow high-power operation. Its high nonlinear
coefficient facilitates study of optimized mode locking lasers. Besides, its ultrabroad and flat-top
emission band benefits the generation of complex structured light with outstanding tunability. In this
paper, we review the recent advances in the study of Yb:CALGO, covering its physical properties as
well as its growing applications in various fields and prospect for future development.

Keywords: Yb:CALGO; solid-state laser; tunable laser; ultrafast optics; structured light

1. Introduction

Laser technologies have been booming with important breakthroughs in both theo-
retical and experimental aspects [1–4], propelling the advances of diverse fields including
ultrafast optoelectronics [5,6], laser fabrication [7,8] and laser therapy [9,10]. The gain
medium is the kernel of a laser, which fundamentally determines the output characteristics
including pulse energy, power and output spectrum. In solid-state lasers, the gain media
are crystals or glasses doped with various metal ions, among which there are many famous
ones, such as Nd:YAG [11–13], Cr:YAG [14,15], Nd:YVO4 [16,17], to name a few. To meet
the ever-increasing demands for superior laser performance, the quest for new gain media
never wanes. One of them, Yb:CaGdAlO4 [18], abbreviated as Yb:CALGO (or Yb:CGA),
has enjoyed a great success with remarkable results in high efficiency lasers, low quantum
defect lasers, broad wavelength-tunability lasers, narrow pulse width lasers, high peak
power lasers, structured beam lasers, etc.

The reason why Yb:CALGO stands out can be attributed to its unique composition.
The energy transition of the ytterbium ion (Yb3+) occurs at 2F5/2→2F7/2. This neat energy-
level scheme avoids the emergence of parasitic excited state absorption and up-conversion
processes, thus giving low heat load and high quantum efficiency [19,20]. Meanwhile, the
absorption spectra of Yb-doped media peak at ~979 nm, which can be well pumped by
commercially available InGaAs laser diode (one condition that can never be ignored for
favorable lasers) [21]. Hence, many nontrivial experimental results of Yb-doped lasers
came out over the past decades [22–25]. Notwithstanding the foregoing, researchers found
that the quantum defect near zero regarding Yb3+ ions can differ significantly from host
to host [26]. Additionally, tetragonal rare-earth calcium aluminate CaGdAlO4/CALGO
is a noteworthy member because of its disordered structure [27]. So, intuitively, the
combination of Yb3+ ions and CALGO may be of great promise. Indeed, in 2005, Petit et al.
first reported the result of laser emission using Yb:CALGO and developed its crystal
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growth, thermal, optical and laser properties [18]. Except for the obtained 40% slope
efficiency, 3.5% quantum defect and ~600 mW output at 1016 nm when using ~1.8 W
pump and a 2 at. % Yb:CALGO sample, its broad and smooth emission spectrum with a
peculiarly flat plateau between 990 nm and 1050 nm and the advantages of easily growing,
cutting and polishing enlighten its future and lead to soaring research attention on itself
over the past 15 years.

In this work, we review the recent advances in study of Yb:CALGO. We first introduce
the important physical properties of Yb:CALGO, which are fundamental to understand
various applications of the gain medium. Then, we discuss the recent advances in different
laser schemes. Results are analyzed and compared, covering high efficiency lasers, low
quantum defect lasers, broad wavelength-tunability lasers, narrow pulse width lasers, high
peak power lasers and structured beam lasers. In the last chapter, we prospect for more
potential applications of Yb:CALGO, especially in both ultrafast photonics and generation
of versatile high-tunability structured light.

2. Properties

In this chapter, we summarize fundamental properties of Yb:CALGO, from the syn-
thesis method, atomic structure to physical parameters. We also highlight the outstanding
physical properties by comparison with other common Yb-doped crystals.

2.1. Crystal Preparation and Structure

The Yb:CALGO crystal is typically grown by the Czochralski (CZ) technique [18,28].
In brief, Yb2O3, CaCO3, Gd2O3 and Al2O3 powders are mixed at stoichiometric portions as
raw materials ingredients based on the formula of CaGd0.92Yb0.08AlO4 (ratio of ref. [28]).
Then, they are turned into pieces under high pressure (around 300 MPa). In quick suc-
cession, those pieces are charged and sintered, and the reaction (CaCO3 + 0.04 Yb2O3 +
0.46 Gd2O3 + 0.5 Al2O3 = CaGd0.92Yb0.08AlO4 + CO2↑) happens under high temperature
(1200 ◦C, for example). With a CALGO single crystal as the seed, the crystal can be pulled
out of the melt properly as shown in the lower right of Figure 1a [29]. Note that it can look
colorless or gradually changed from different manufacturers.

To further comprehend macroscopic properties of Yb:CALGO, one needs to go deeper
about the microscopic structure of this anisotropic crystal shown in Figure 1a. The rare-
earth calcium aluminate CaLnAlO4 where Ln = Y, La . . . Gd . . . Lu, is a member of ABCD4
compounds with K2NiF4 structure, where A = Ca, Sr or Ba, B = Gd or some other rare-earth
metals and C = Al, Ga or some transition metals. It has space group I4/mmm (D4h

17)
and belongs to the tetragonal system. In a K2NiF4-type structure, the small Al atoms are
in slightly distorted octahedral sites, which are stacked in layers perpendicular to the
c-direction. The large divalent Ca and trivalent Gd ions occupy the same sites statistically
with a nine-fold coordination [30]. Note that the difference between the atom radius values
of Ca2+ and Gd3+ is pretty trivial (1.18 Å and 1.11 Å, respectively). Thus, a disordered
occupation of their sites can be anticipated [31]. They have distorted C4v symmetry [20]
and quite high mechanical strength (Mohs hardness 6) [32]. Then, the dopant impurities
Yb3+ are expected to substitute for both the Ca2+ and Gd3+ sites. In fact, this kind of
substitution effect is utilized prevailingly to broaden the width of gain spectrum in laser
science, considering that a normal rare-earth ion’s gain spectral bandwidth is limited to
several nanometers and its absorption cross-section is quite low [21]. For instance, in
Yb:CaF2, a media that is often used in broadly tunable, high-power and short pulse laser
regimes [33], trivalent Yb ions displace divalent Ca ions, which increases the structural
disorders and generates a remarkable inhomogeneous broadening of the Yb3+ emission
band as a result [34,35]. It is worth adding that in CALGO, the distance between the
central metal ion and its ligand ion is so small (0.19 nm in isostructural CaYAlO4) that the
crystal field splitting effect is much larger than that of most oxides [36]. This advantage
also contributes to the broadening phenomenon. Additionally, the great thing for Yb:
CALGO is that it not only possesses the aforementioned broadening effect, but also shows
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excellent stability because those two substitute ions (Yb3+, 70 and Gd3+, 64) have trivial
mass difference compared with Yb3+ (70) and Ca2+ (20) [37]. The lattice dimensions of
Yb:CALGO are usually determined by X-ray diffraction method and the typical results
carried out by Talik et al. recently are shown in Table 1 [38].

Table 1. Chemical and physical properties of Yb:CALGO [27,38–47].

Chemical Properties Values Physical Properties Values

Space group I4/mmm (D17
4h) Density 5.97 g/cm3

symmetry C4v Melting point 1840 °C

Lattice dimensions a = 3.66 Å
c = 12.01 Å

Refractive index no = 1.9331
ne = 1.9564

Lattice volume 161.15 Å3 Group velocity dispersion ∼95 fs2/mm

Molecular weight 288.31 g/mol Thermo-optic coefficients dno/dT = –7.6 × 10−6 K−1

dne/dT = –8.6 × 10−6 K−1

Occupation site Gd3+/Ca2+ Gain bandwidth ~90 nm

2.2. Spectroscopic Properties

For the development of lasers, it is also crucial to analyze the spectroscopic properties
including absorption bands and emission bands. A narrow absorption band such as that of
Nd:YAG usually demands high wavelength uniformity and precise temperature control
of diode laser arrays, which poses challenges for concise system operation [48]. Luckily,
the disordered structure of Yb:CALGO results in the inhomogeneous broadening effect,
which brings out its intense, broad and flat bands. For familiar Yb-doped crystal Yb:
YAG [49], the energy level structure is shown in Figure 1b. The transition energy between
different stark sub-levels determines the corresponding photon absorption or emission
wavelengths. However, for Yb:CALGO, the spectral line broadening is strengthened due
to the non-equiposition exchange effect of Ca2+ ions, making the broadening of adjacent
stark sub-levels exceed the energy gap. So, each sub-level does not have a certain energy
value, as shown in Figure 1c. Therefore, instead of the traditional multi-peak structure, the
absorption and emission spectrum structures present broad bands with main peaks shown
in Figure 1d,e [50].

The Yb:CALGO crystal is optically uniaxial and the optical axis is parallel to the
c-axis (c). Hence, there are two principle polarizations, when the polarization of light is
parallel to the c-axis, it is π-polarization (or p-polarization, E || c ), when the polarization
of light is perpendicular to the c-axis, it is σ-polarization (or s-polarization, E⊥c). It can
be clearly seen from Figure 1d that the absorption spectra are polarization-dependent and
there exists an absorption peak at 979nm owning to the zero-line transition between 2F5/2
and 2F7/2 manifolds. Besides, the absorption coefficient of the π polarization is generally
greater than that of the σ polarization. The specific peak absorption cross-sections are
1 × 10−20 cm2 (σ) and 2.7× 10−20 cm2 (π) [51], while the absorption bandwidth (full width
at half maximum, FWHM) is 6 nm for π polarization [20]. Note that the FWHM of 6 nm may
not sound attractive enough, but actually the absorption cross-section takes considerable
values in the range of 930 nm to 990 nm as shown in Figure 1d. Therefore, the absorption
bands are broad enough to match with the emission wavelength of commercially InGaAs
laser diodes even with a thermal shift of peak wavelength. As for the emission bands,
researchers have conducted many experiments to evaluate the efficiency of this crystal.
In general, the emission bands cover most of near-infrared spectral range from Figure 1e.
The emission peak is around 1050 nm, the fluorescence bandwidth (FWHM) is 80 nm for
σ polarization and a relatively high plateau (0.75 × 10−20 cm2) exists between 1000 nm
and 1050 nm. This plateau was explained by two selective excitation experiments at the
temperature of 10 K, one of which adopted pumping light of 978 nm while another relied
on pumping light of 983 nm [52]. Two complementary bands were shown clearly at 10 K
but were combined into one single emission band with a plateau at 300 K. In the emission
wavelength range of 1000 nm to1050 nm for the σ polarization, the emission cross-section
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σem is 0.75 × 10−20 cm2 and the fluorescence lifetime τf is 420 µs, leading to the product
σemτf being 315 × 10−20 µs cm2 [20].

2.3. Thermal Characteristics

In lasers, thermal regulation always plays a key role for better performance, as heavy
heat loads lead to undesired thermal lensing effect and thermal stresses (even fracture of
the crystal). They limit the output power scalability, affect the laser cavity stability and
deteriorate output beam quality [53]. In terms of evaluating a crystal’s thermal behavior,
one should never ignore thermal expansion coefficient α and thermal conductivity κ. The
former describes how crystals expand or shrink under different temperatures and the latter
implies how fast crystals “breathe out” the redundant heat. At the very beginning [18],
researchers measured unit cell parameters of Yb:CALGO by X-ray diffraction method
under temperatures ranging from 300 K to 1400 K. Based on obtained data, the exact
thermal expansion coefficients were retrieved as 10.1 × 10−6 K−1 along the a-axis and
16.2 × 10−6 K−1 along the c-axis. Thermal conductivity values were determined to be as
high as 6.9 W·m−1·K−1 and 6.3 W·m−1·K−1 along the a-axis and the c-axis, respectively, for
a 2 at. % Yb:CALGO sample. Note that RP is a new integrated figure of merit constructed
by Petit et al. to reassess Yb-doped laser materials in terms of thermo-mechanical properties
and quantum defect, which is RP ∝ κ2/αη with η the quantum defect. Obviously, the
larger κ and the smaller α and η (the larger RP), the better crystal behaves. It turned
out that the new-introduced 2 at. % Yb:CALGO ranked 1st among 15 at. % Yb:GGG,
2.7 at. % Yb:Y2O3, 5 at. % Yb:YAG, 5 at. % Yb:CaF2 and Yb:KGW. Later on, to better
understand this material’s thermal advantage, researchers compared more Yb-doped
laser materials’ thermal conductivities [54] and modeled to study the influence of the
doping rate of Yb ions (i.e., x of CaGd1-xYbxAlO4) qualitatively and quantitatively. One
of these models elaborately assumed that part of Yb ions substituted for Gd ions and
the others substituted for Ca ions rather than all ions substituted for Gd ions. They
also took the mass differences (MGd = 157.3 g/mol, MYb = 173 g/mol, MCa = 40.1 g/mol,
∆MGd/Yb = 16 and ∆MGd/Yb = 133) into consideration. The result fit well with experimental
measurements [29].
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Figure 1. (a) Eight unit cells of CaGdAlO4 (left), local surrounding of Yb3+ in CALGO structure
(upper right) and appearance of Yb:CALGO (lower right). Energy band structures of (b) Yb:YAG and
(c) Yb:CALGO. The absorption (d) and emission (e) cross-sections of Yb:CALGO [28]. (f) Thermal
conductivity versus doping rate of Yb3+ for different Gd3+/Ca2+ occupation site [29] and thermo-optic
coefficient (TOC) versus wavelength in a 5 at. % Yb:CALGO for the ordinary light and extraordinary
light [37]. (a) The unit cell picture and local structure picture are redrawn based on ref. [26] and
ref. [55], respectively. The Yb:CALGO boule picture is permitted for reuse by School of Crystal
Materials (State Key Laboratory of Crystal Materials) of Shandong University, Group of Prof. Xutang
Tao. (d,e) Reprinted with permission from ref. [28], IOP Publishing. (f) Left, reprinted with permission
from ref. [29], SPIE. (f) Right, reprinted with permission from ref. [37], ©The Optical Society.

Furthermore, for the sake of optimizing laser design, one needs to explore its thermo-optic
coefficients (TOCs) and thermal coefficients of the optical path (TCOP) (see Figure 1f). The
former figures are evaluated by dn/dT while the latter is expressed by W = dn/dT + (n− 1)α,
where n is the refractive index, T is the temperature and α is the thermal expansion co-
efficient. Considering that Yb:CALGO is uniaxial, there are two principle TOCs and
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TCOP values. Pavel et al. first determined these figures of merit by laser beam devi-
ation method [37]. They modeled to evaluate experiential analytic expressions for the
thermo-optic dispersion formulas: dn

dT (λ) = A0 +
A1
λ2 + A2

λ4 + A3
λ6 , where dn/dT is expressed

in 10−6 K−1, wavelength λ is in µm and A0–3 are the expansion coefficients. Later, they
extended to investigate the dispersions of the refractive index in CALGO and CALYO laser
host crystals and obtained the Sellmeier equations for the spectral range of 0.35–2.1 µm
as well as group velocity dispersion being positive at ~1 µm (95 fs2/mm) and negative
at ~2 µm (−40 fs2/mm) for CALGO [27]. These encouraging results are especially valu-
able for high power mode-locked laser designs. Basically, the thermo-optical properties
determine the thermal lensing effect. So, the same group directly measured the equivalent
dioptric power of thermal lensing of Ng-cut Yb:KGW and a-cut Yb:CALGO in a similar
laser setup. The comparison results showed that the Yb:CALGO crystal exhibited negligible
anisotropy in the thermal lensing power [56].

3. Advanced Progress

As a highly anticipated gain medium, the first milestone of laser emissions achieved
600 mW at 1050 nm and lower power at shorter wavelength [18]. After that, enduring efforts
of laser specialists have been paid to achieve exceptional results based on Yb:CALGO,
either in a continuous-wave (CW) scheme or pulsed scheme, some of which are even
record-breaking.

3.1. Yb:CALGO in CW Lasers

Yb:CALGO in CW lasers shows its advantage in high power and high efficiency, broad
wavelength and dual-wavelength tunability and, also, spatial mode tunability in structured
beam lasers.

3.1.1. High Power and High Efficiency Yb:CALGO Lasers

In 2013, Calendron designed a novel laser cavity by introducing dual-crystal Yb:CALGO
to reduce thermal lensing effect and successfully extracted 23 W of power at 1042 nm
from 2 at. % doped crystals under CW operation [57]. Meantime, Druon et al. leveraged
a high-power pumping (up to 200 W) technique as seen in Figure 2a and improved the
CW output power to 43 W [58], which was a new record at that time. As high pump
power (typically > 100W) leads to thermal problems, the thermal lens issue was studied
in detail. It is noteworthy that they found the output could automatically stabilize from a
high spatial multimode regime to a TEM00 mode, accompanied by a switch of polarization
state from σ to π. They analyzed this atypical behavior and credited it to the special
spectroscopic and thermal properties of Yb:CALGO. Later, Kore’s group grew the crystal
with doping concentration up to 10 at. % in their lab and reached maximum CW output
3.3 W of power, 73% of slope efficiency and 65% of optical-to-optical efficiency [59]. For
the sake of integration, they also designed the first femtosecond-laser-written waveguide
laser in Yb:CALGO as depicted in Figure 2b, emitting CW output up to 2.4 W of power
and 69% of efficiency. They recently updated the waveguide Yb:CALGO laser with 3.9 W
output at a slope efficiency of 67% [60]. To better illustrate the potential of Yb:CALGO
crystal, Sujith et al. directly compared the performances of CW diode-pumped Yb:CALGO
and Yb:KYW lasers in a similar setup for the first time. They found that in terms of optical
efficiency, the Yb:KYW laser outperformed the Yb:CALGO one in the low power regime.
However, the Yb:CALGO laser indeed did a much better job on thermal behavior in the
high power regime [61]. Except for those encouraging results of laser emission, researchers
also conducted investigation on the intracavity loss measurement in a diode-pumped CW
Yb:CALGO laser by spectroscopic gain analysis method or the Findlay–Clay analysis [62],
which aided in high-efficiency and high-power laser systems.
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Figure 2. (a) A high-power Yb:CALGO oscillator [58]. (b) The first fs-laser-written waveguide laser in Yb:CALGO [59].
(c) High-efficiency Yb:CALGO thin disk [63]. (d) The performance of the first Yb:CALGO microchip laser [41]. (e) Dual-
wavelength [64] and (f) broad wavelength-tunable [43] lasers. (a–c) are redrawn based on refs. [58,59,63], respectively.
(d) Reprinted with permission from ref. [41], ©The Optical Society. (e) Reprinted with permission from ref. [64], SPIE.
(f) Reprinted with permission from ref. [43], ©The Optical Society.

Another interesting point to note is the parallel progress done on thin-disk (TD) lasers
and microchip lasers. A TD oscillator uses a very thin crystal cooled on its back side
for efficient cooling and recycling multi-pass pump configuration to obtain appreciable
absorption of pump light. The advantages of this structure plus large emission bandwidth
and good thermal properties of Yb:CALGO crystal enable efficiency-enhanced or power-
scaled laser systems. In 2012, Ricaud’s group first created an Yb:CALGO TD laser in CW
regime and obtained 29.5 W of average power, 40% of slope efficiency and 32% of optical-
to-optical efficiency as shown in Figure 2c [65]. It is interesting that they discussed the main
bottlenecks of this crystal, which were the difficulties to diminish scattering losses and to
obtain high optical quality crystal. What follows is a thin-disk laser configuration with
slope efficiency of 70%, optical-to-optical efficiency of 57% and maximum output power
of 30.7 W [43]. They were the highest efficiencies achieved on this medium at that time.
Years after, Pavel et al. first presented a microchip laser scheme to break the record and the
slope efficiency was as high as 84% shown in Figure 2d (near the quantum-defect-limited
slope efficiency) [41]. Actually, they conducted the experiments on Yb:CaLnAlO4 (Ln = Gd,
Y) and the efficiency of Yb:CaYAlO4 was even higher (91%), near the upper limit indeed.
They adopted a 3.4 mm-long, 8 at. %Yb:CALGO and obtained 7.79 W of output power
correspondingly and compared the outputs of two crystals as well. Notably, the microchip
laser scheme has been envisaged to foster miniaturization.
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3.1.2. Broad Wavelength and Dual-Wavelength Tunable Yb:CALGO Laser

Thanks to the peculiar spectroscopic properties of Yb:CALGO crystal, dual- and
tunable-wavelength lasers were also reported at the same time. The first laser emission
of this crystal in 2005 demonstrated its potential in tunability [18]. In 2008, Boudeile et al.
studied the relation between its tunability and doping concentration under CW 100 W of
pump power [66]. The results showed that higher doped crystal may possess a broader
emission spectrum and some other factors such as crystal length also mattered to the
bandwidth. However, all emission band were quite broad and the broadest one ranged from
~1010 nm to ~1082 nm. Then, Calendron demonstrated its tunability ranging from 1018 nm
to 1060 nm while the powers were beyond 15 W between 1030 nm and 1057 nm [57]. The
aforementioned TD and microchip lasers were also tunable with the ranges from 1018 nm to
1052 nm [65], from 999 nm to 1089 nm (the widest) [43] and from 1057 nm to 1065 nm [41].
In addition to single-wavelength tunability, dual-wavelength Yb:CALGO lasers were
presented and studied as well. A dual-wavelength oscillator can simultaneously emit two
wavelengths laser output and is highly suitable for applications in THz generation [67],
optical coherence tomography [68], etc. In 2018, Sujith et al. invented a discretely tunable
dual-wavelength Yb:CALGO laser using a single birefringent filter (BRF) plate [69]. BRF
plates can introduce wavelength-dependent periodic loss into a standard laser cavity. They
not only achieved discrete frequency offset ranging from 1.3 THz to 12.5 THz by BRFs with
thicknesses of 0.5, 2, 4 and 6 mm but also yielded multi-watt output power (maximum
4.1 W), which were applicable and economical to further design dual-wavelength mode-
locked lasers and generate THz radiations. Recently, Reza et al. utilized a similar BRF plate
(12 mm thick) to demonstrate a CW dual-wavelength Yb:CALGO laser (see Figure 2e) [64].
It is noteworthy that the wavelength spacing changed from 2.16 nm to 41.44 nm by rotating
the BRF and the output power was as high as ~7.5 W for 25 W of the incident pump power.
In addition, as for single-wavelength tunability, Liang’s group studied the dependence of
emission wavelength on the crystal temperature [70]. They first observed that by increasing
absorbed pump power, the temperature of the Yb:CALGO crystal also increased, which led
to the output wavelength variation from 1051.10 nm to 1054.72 nm. In short, a Yb:CALGO
laser can feature wavelength tunability in both single-wavelength and dual-wavelength
operation configurations. The following sections in this review about pulsed-scheme lasers
or structure-beam lasers (see below) also demonstrate this feature.

3.1.3. Mode-Tunable Structured Light Lasers with Yb:CALGO

Many laser scientists focus peculiarly on how to design a laser with higher output
power or higher energy or higher repetition rate, whilst the transverse profiles of laser
beams are equally meaningful since they lend support to applications in optical manipula-
tion, next generation large-capacity communication, microscopy, measurement, etc. [71,72].
These beams are collectively known as structured beams including vortex beams [73],
nondiffracting beams [74], self-accelerating beams [75], among many others. Over the past
decades, there are seminal research advances in lasers that directly emit structured beams
for the sake of high mode purity and power [76]. Our group first presented the experiments
on Yb:CALGO structured beam lasers [77]. In a CW scheme, by controlling the dual-off-
axis displacements and pump power, wavelength-tunable high order Hermite–Gaussian
(HG) modes were excited at will, as illustrated in Figure 3a. The experimentally measured
wavelength-tunable range was 10 nm and mode-tunable range was up to 15 modes. We also
transformed the HG modes to corresponding Laguerre–Gaussian modes by a pair of cylin-
drical lenses and produced more valuable vortex beams carrying orbital angular momenta
(OAM). Later, we reported the dual-wavelength vortex beams (1046.1 nm and 1057.2 nm)
and tested the laser’s spectral stability (steadily operated for more than 3 h) as well [78].
When the cavity geometry satisfies the reentrant confinement of the coupled quantum
harmonic oscillator in SU(2) Lie algebra [79], the frequency-degeneracy laser modes will be
excited. Under this premise, we successfully explored vortex lattices with transverse-mode-
locking states [80], periodic-trajectory-controlled and wavelength-tunable SU(2) geometric
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modes [81] as well as polygonal vortex beams [82]. Not long ago, a new Yb:CALGO laser
scheme was proposed by inserting two cylindrical lenses into the cavity to surprisingly
obtain two-dimensional tunable high order HG modes as shown in Figure 3b [83]. This
is significant because the elegant scheme was able to directly control two indices of HG
modes at the source and after an astigmatic converter, the LG modes were tunable likewise.
With more precise adjustments on the oscillator, chirality-controllable vortex beams were
also achieved. By slightly modifying the angle of the output coupler, the OAM beam with
wavelength tunability could be generated directly from Yb:CALGO laser recently [84].
An alternative vortex beam generator was also demonstrated with a mirror curvature
dynamically controlled Z-shaped resonator in Figure 3c [85]. Researchers also found that
by rotating the Yb:CALGO crystal in the cavity, vortex arrays could be produced directly
as well [86]. Another interesting structured beam is the conical refraction (CR) light, i.e., a
hollow cylinder light with annular intensity profile after the beam propagates conically
through a laser crystal [87]. When the light rings of the CR beam are separated by a dark
ring (dubbed Poggendorff dark ring), it is considered as excellent CR beam. Reza et al.
recently investigated a Yb:CALGO-based CR laser and obtained CR beam with 6.25 W
output power as well as an excellent CR beam with high quality [88].

Figure 3. (a) Wavelength- and OAM-tunable Yb:CALGO laser [77]. (b) Two-dimensional tunable high order mode laser [83].
(c) Mode-tunable laser based on a mirror curvature dynamically controlled Z-shaped resonator [85]. (a) Reprinted with
permission from ref. [77], ©The Optical Society. (b) Reprinted with permission from ref. [83], the American Physical Society.
(c) Reprinted with permission from ref. [85], ©The Optical Society.

3.2. Yb:CALGO in Ultrashort Pulse Lasers

Previous endeavors care about CW laser emissions, and actually, the sought-after
characteristics of Yb:CALGO including good thermal properties and broad spectrum have
fueled fertile research activities on pulsed laser output, in particular, ultrashort pulses
(typically a few tens of femtoseconds). Femtosecond laser sources lay the foundation for
many applications such as microfabrication [5], LIDAR [89] and laser-initiated systems [90]
due to its high temporal confinement of energy. The recipe of generating ultrashort
pulses is to lock many longitudinal modes of a laser cavity in phase whereby these modes
interfere constructively to achieve short pulses, also termed as mode-locked (ML) laser
oscillators [91]. Several milestones of ML lasers were established with the emergence of
various laser media: femtosecond dye laser first, titanium-doped sapphire, then, Cr4+-,
Nd3+-, Cr3+- and Yb3+-doped crystals also [39]. In this regard, we review the major progress
involved in the generation of ultrafast pulses initiated with Yb:CALGO.

Firstly, an inherent condition that ultrashort pulses need to satisfy is ∆t∆ν ≥ 0.32
where ∆t and ∆ν are the FWHM time duration and spectrum of a pulse, respectively.
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Obviously, to achieve shorter pulses, the laser medium should allow a broader spectrum to
be amplified [39]. Indeed, the emission band width (FWHM) of Yb:CALGO is as broad as
80 nm (see Section 2) and the theoretical minimum duration is approximated to be 14 fs.

3.2.1. Ultrashort Pulses with SESAM Mode Locking in Yb:CALGO Lasers

The first pulsed emission dating back to 2007 was 47 fs achieved by leveraging a
semiconductor saturable-absorber mirror (SESAM) [50]. Since SESAM-based ML archi-
tecture is prevailing due to concise structure, self-starting, stable and good beam quality,
we here summarize related pulsed emissions by Yb:CALGO. Soon after 2007, 40 fs pulses
were enabled by a 350 mW single-mode laser pump with optimized ML performance [92].
In terms of average power, 68 fs pulses with 520 mW at a 105 MHz repetition rate were
realized, updating the highest power for sub-100 fs Yb-bulk lasers [52]. This record was
soon broken by Alessandro et al. by generating 95 fs pulses with average power 12.5 W at
an 80 MHz repetition rate [93]. They set up a standard Z-cavity and a 4 mm long, 2 at. %
doped Yb:CALGO crystal was used. Note that 12.5 W may not be the upper limit because
the available pump power for them was only up to 62.5 W. Except for tunable CW output,
pulsed emissions by Yb:CALGO are adjustable in wavelength too. Aforementioned, 40 fs
pulses were tunable across 20 nm [92] and a similar scheme could emit sub-100 fs pulses
covering a 38 nm wide wavelength range between 1034 nm and 1072 nm [94]. It is inter-
esting for Yb:CALGO because it also enlightened researchers to investigate the tunable
performance output by Yb:CaYAlO4, another new laser crystal similar to Yb:CALGO,
which achieves broad tunability of 40 nm and pulse width as short as 43 fs [95].

Soliton ML scheme is interesting since it keeps pulses away from pulse broaden-
ing [96], a deleterious effect that may cause signal crosstalk. This ML scheme happens
when self-phase modulation (SPM) cancels group delay dispersion. Phillips et al. tested the
soliton ML output of Yb:CALGO through cascaded quadratic nonlinearities [97]. Addition-
ally, an intracavity LBO crystal offered large and negative SPM leading to pulses of 114 fs
at 1050 nm with a repetition rate of 113 MHz. Later on, they adopted a two-dimensionally
patterned quasi-phase-matching (QPM) grating to better regulate the intracavity solitons
and theoretically explained the new approach for pulse formation and stabilization [98].
Another milestone was established by them in terms of pulses with high repetition rate [99],
as shown in Figure 4a, which could be helpful in spectroscopy and ultra-high-speed optical
communications. In 2014, Alexander et al. realized a gigahertz (109 Hz) Yb:CALGO laser,
reaching 1.8 GHz and 59.4 fs without resort to external pulse compression indeed [100].
Mayer et al. addressed several considerable issues of ML lasers, which were, respec-
tively, the strict need for single mode pump, low output power, Q-switching instabilities
and bulky cavity geometries [99]. The recipe was the aforementioned intracavity multi-
functional two-dimensionally patterned QPM device, which shaped the pulses in time,
minimized the intracavity loss and acted as a dynamic self-defocusing lens to protect the
cavity elements simultaneously. The encouraging pulses with 166 fs of duration, 1.2 W of
average output power and 10.6 GHz of repetition rate greatly demonstrated the potential of
Yb:CALGO. Very recently, they adopted the similar scheme to investigate how intracavity
dispersion, pump and cavity design could affect ML performance [101]. By pumping
with a higher brightness source and designing new dispersion-optimized dichroic output-
coupling cavity mirrors, 108 fs pulses at 10.4 GHz with an 11.6 nm-wide optical spectrum
and average output power of 812 mW were demonstrated. The pulses were further used to
verify coherent octave-spanning supercontinuum generation in a silicon nitride waveguide.
Another common technique to obtain high repetition rate pulses with an easy set-up is
called harmonic mode locking [102]. In 2017, a SESAM ML Yb:CALGO oscillator with
harmonic repetition rate operation up to the third order (282 MHz) was realized [103]. Very
soon, another Yb:CALGO laser with a harmonic repetition rate up to the 300th order was
achieved, leading to 22.4 GHz repetition rate in total [104]. They employed the amplified
etalon effect of the laser crystal and the scheme was neat enough for sub-picosecond high
repetition rate (over 10 GHz) oscillators.
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3.2.2. Ultrashort Pulses with Kerr-Lens Mode-Locking in Yb:CALGO Lasers

A counterpart of SESAM-based ML regime is the Kerr-lens mode-locking (KLM) tech-
nique. Researchers tried to obtain short pulses with high average powers from a Yb:CALGO
oscillator operating at pure KLM mode [44], as shown in Figure 4b. Pumped by a high-
brightness fiber laser, 40 fs pulses with average power up to watt level were achieved and
the shortest results were down to 32 fs, which was close to the theoretical limit. In terms of
tunability, Gao et al. tuned the KLM-based wavelength output from 1043.5 nm to 1076 nm
by tilting the end mirror of the cavity while maintaining the sub-100 fs time duration [105].
Though high repetition rate pulses are desirable in many cases, some scenarios, such as the
micromachining of glasses, prefer lower repetition rates. By carefully managing the disper-
sion and ML process, Papadopoulos et al. filled the blank by successfully generating 93 fs
pulses at 27 MHz and 170 fs pulses at 15 MHz through an extended-cavity ML Yb:CALGO
laser [106]. The performances were scaled by Manjooran et al. in 2017 by creating pulses
with 650 mW of average output power and 66 fs of duration at a low repetition rate of
10.2 MHz in a KLM scheme [107]. Correspondingly, the pulse energy was 64 nJ with a peak
power of 0.97 MW, which was favorable in nonlinear microscopy, high harmonic generation
and so on. Based on KLM, Kimura et al. recently used stimulated Raman scattering in three
oscillators with different crystals (Yb:CALGO, Yb:KY(WO4)2 and Yb:Y2O3) to produce
ultrashort pulses, which is a new spectral broadening method [108]. The pulse durations
from the Yb:CALGO oscillator were 22 fs, which were two thirds shorter than that of
unbroadened ML pulses. To overcome the spectral and power limitations of collinearly
pumped ultrashort lasers, Layaye et al. designed a cross-polarized pumping regime and
obtained 31 fs pulses with 389 mW of average power and 29% efficiency recently [109].
Newly, Wang et al. delivered pulses with the shortest duration (4.8 optical cycles) ever
reported for a KLM Yb-bulk laser [110]. By introducing two broadband chirped mirrors
and a prism pair to regulate the intracavity dispersion, as shown in Figure 4d, 17.8 fs
pulses with 26 mW of average power at 95.9 MHz were triggered, indicating compelling
performance brought by this special crystal. Such a few-cycle pulse is thought to only be
achievable by transition-element-doped laser media (e.g., Ti:Sapphire) at ~800 nm. Now,
Yb:CALGO opens a new possible platform to pursue extreme ultrashort sub-5-cycle pulses
at ~1 µm.

3.2.3. Ultrashort Pulses from SESAM and Kerr-Lens Mode-Locked Yb:CALGO Lasers

When SESAM and KLM are not considered separately, some scientific problems
about laser pulses may have better solutions. In 2015, an all-optical Q-switching limiter
was proposed to increase the Q-switching stabilities and output power in the gigahertz
regime [111]. The key was the appropriate cavity design where a negative saturable
absorber induced Kerr-lens effect held the maximum influence on the SESAM. Soon,
Wang et al. enabled the Yb:CALGO laser to work in the SESAM combined Kerr-lens mode
locking regime and reported the output pulses with duration of 70 fs and FWHM of
19.8 nm at output power of 210 mW, while in SESAM-only regime, the pulses were with
duration of 630 fs and FWHM of 2.7 nm at output power of 385 mW [112]. Moreover, their
configuration allowed for the laser operation with both high output power and short pulse
duration [113]. A working example is the 45 fs pulses with 1.7 MW of peak power directly
from the oscillator achieved by the combined effects of Yb:CALGO crystal properties,
efficient pumping and the dual action of KLM and SESAM [45], shown in Figure 4c. In
their experiments, pulses could be as short as 38 fs with peak power of 187 kW.
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Figure 4. Ultrashort pulse Yb:CALGO lasers by leveraging (a) SESAM mode locking [99], (b) Kerr-lens mode locking [44],
(c) both SESAM and Kerr-lens mode locking [45] and (d) Kerr-lens mode locking with broadband chirped mirrors and a
prism pair [110] techniques. (b) is redrawn based on ref. [44]. (c) Reprinted with permission from ref. [45], ©The Optical
Society. (d) Reprinted with permission from ref. [110], ©The Optical Society.

3.2.4. Ultrashort Pulses with Other Methods in Yb:CALGO Lasers

Different from above ML scheme, Tong et al. recently used a nonlinear mirror ML
scheme to design a pulsed Yb:CALGO laser for the first time [114]. As shown in Figure 5a,
they constructed the nonlinear mirror by a BBO crystal and a dichroic mirror and obtained
stable picosecond (2.3 ps) solid-state 1052 nm laser with an average power of 1.78 W and
repetition rate of 116 MHz.

To acquire pulses with high energy and power, an alternative technique is regenerative
amplifier (RA) whereby a seeded pulse is amplified by gain crystals and then compressed
by gratings. The first Yb:CALGO RA was released by Caracciolo et al., as shown in
Figure 5b, with 650 mW and 92 fs seed pulses being amplified and compressed to 28 W
and 217 fs pulses at 500 kHz repetition rate [115]. What follows were 1 nJ seed pulses
being augmented to 3 mJ achieved by Calendron [57]. For RAs, ultrashort pulse duration
generally contradicts with high power/energy. Pouysegui et al. addressed this issue
through a complex amplifier scheme, and the pulses with 97 fs, up to 24 µJ, centered
at 1047 nm and at 50 kHz repetition rate were reported [116]. In terms of high pulse
energy and high repetition rate, Caracciolo et al. also compared the performances of
Yb:CALGO- and Yb:CaF2-based RAs where both crystals admitted 1 mJ pulses with sub-
400 fs at 5 kHz [51]. Then, they proposed a brand new intracavity pulse stretching design
by exploiting a single grating mirror, which simplified the layout and extracted 193 fs
pulses with 205 µJ at 20 kHz repetition rate [117], as shown in Figure 5c. Yb:CALGO
amplifier can also be used for the generation of low noise optical frequency comb lately,
showing great potential in frequency metrology and high-resolution spectroscopy [118].
Moreover, a high-power Yb:CALGO regenerative amplifier system was also demonstrated
to generate pulses with 11 W average power, 50 fs pulse width, 3.7 GW peak power and
43 kHz repetition rate, all at the same time and for the first time [119]. The scheme was
also the first sub-100 fs regenerative amplifier based on Yb-doped bulk medium without
nonlinear spectral broadening, showing conciseness and robustness.
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Figure 5. (a) Ultrashort pulses Yb:CALGO lasers with nonlinear mirror ML scheme [114]. (b) The first Yb:CALGO RA [115].
(c) A new intracavity pulse stretching design by exploiting a single grating mirror [117]. (a) Reprinted by permission from
ref. [114], Springer Nature. (b,c) are redrawn based on ref. [116] and ref. [118], respectively.

3.2.5. Ultrashort Pulses in Thin-Disk Yb:CALGO Lasers

In concurrence with bulk schemes, there are also efforts on pulsed oscillators in special
schemes. The first ML thin-disk laser was addressed in 2012 by Ricaud et al. and sub-200 fs
pulses at watt level ranging from 1032 nm to 1046 nm were extracted as well as 300 fs
pulses with average power of 28 W or 197 fs pulses with an average power of 20 W [120].
The promising properties of Yb:CALGO also enabled pulses with 15 nm width (FWHM)
and millijoule-level energy in a similar TD regime [63]. The results were soon improved
by Diebold et al. with attractive features such as 62 fs pulse width at a repetition rate
of 65 MHz, average power of 5.1 W and peak power of 44 MW in a SESAM-based TD
oscillator [121]. In addition, KLM-based TD laser was also demonstrated recently, with the
shortest pulses of any TD oscillators [122]. The 30 fs pulses with average power 150 mW
were not only well matched with that of Yb-doped bulk oscillators, but also could be shorter
for the direct generation of few-cycle pulses in their regime with further optimization.

4. Conclusive Remarks

To conclude, Yb:CALGO, as a new laser crystal, possesses outstanding properties
including ultrabroad and flat-top emission spectrum and large thermal conductivity as
well as stable thermo-optic characteristics. Based on these advantages, Yb:CALGO has
become an increasingly important candidate of laser gain media for generating versatile
structured light with largely improved properties, both in CW lasers towards tunable light
and in pulsed lasers towards extremely short and intense light. In the past 15 years since it
was proposed, Yb:CALGO lasers have set up several records in diverse laser technologies:

(1) Yb:CALGO produced the ultrafast lasers with highest intracavity peak power of
44 MW [121].

(2) Yb:CALGO laser reached the highest slop efficiency as 84% (near the quantum-defect-
limited slope efficiency) in a microchip laser scheme [41].

(3) Yb:CALGO empowered a wavelength-tunable laser with a tuning range as broad as
90 nm [43].

(4) Yb:CALGO permitted the highest peak power of 1.7 MW in a sub-50 fs diode-pumped
laser oscillator [45].

(5) Yb:CALGO could operate in a microchip laser with length of 3.4 mm and produced
multi-watt emission [41].

(6) Yb:CALGO allowed a new mode-locking regime producing 100 fs pulses at 540 MHz
repetition rate with 760 mW of average output power [98].
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(7) Yb:CALGO enabled direct emission of watt-level 10-gigahertz pulses from a simple
and small straight laser cavity [99].

(8) Yb:CALGO created the shortest pulses with time duration of 17.8 fs in a Kerr-lens
mode-locked architecture [110].

(9) Yb:CALGO optical frequency comb created the narrowest free-running CEO linewidth
as 1.6 kHz and a comb optical linewidth narrower than 28 kHz in 1 ms observation
time at 1064 nm [118].

(10) Yb:CALGO-based regenerative amplifier demonstrated the first sub-100 fs pulses
with 11 W average power, 3.7 GW peak power and 43 kHz repetition rate without
resorting to nonlinear spectral broadening [119].

We anticipate that the Yb:CALGO will rapidly create more and more amazing records
of laser technology in the near future. Despite the exciting progresses and advantages
discussed above, currently, Yb:CALGO also has some challenges in terms of regulating
scattering losses and growing high optical quality crystal, which can sharply impair the
laser performance. So, the results of experimental gain measurement were lower than
expected indeed. These drawbacks may be potentially addressed by more advanced crystal
growth technique.

Furthermore, structured light with the control of multiple degrees of freedom using
Yb:CALGO lasers can also be a hot topic, including ultrafast temporal-tunable, spectral-
tunable and spatial-tunable vortex beams, which have promised tremendous applications
such as optical tweezers, large-capacity communications. On the one hand, prevailing extra-
cavity modulators such as liquid crystal spatial light modulator (LCSLM) and metasurface
have emerged as powerful tools in tailoring spatial profiles of structured beams. However,
they suffer from low damage threshold or low mode purity and are limited to near-
field application scenarios. Intra-cavity oscillations of structured light are envisaged to
overcome these hurdles featuring high power/energy and high mode purity. However,
scant attention is paid to constructing high-quality tunable laser source to realize them.
Now, Yb:CALGO laser may stand up to be one of the perfect solution for the requirement
of versatile tunable laser sources.
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